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PATRON’S FOREWORD
By Clive Richards OBE KSG DL

Patron of Hereford in Bloom

Welcoming the Heart of England in Bloom judges to Hereford 

might only be a once a year occasion, but it is one that the Hereford 

in Bloom volunteers really look forward to. It gives them the 

opportunity to have their horticultural efforts carefully analysed by 

experts, given helpful advice and encouragement, and hopefully, if 

the standard is good enough, a coveted Gold award.

Of course, the horticultural and environmental aspect of the 

visit is a priority, but so, too, is a high level of community 

spirit within the city; evidence of a community prepared to 

take up the challenge and improve the quality of life in all its 

elements. Since HIB was founded 20 years ago, specifically 

to enter the national Bloom competition as a means of 

improving the general well-being of this ancient city, great 

strides forward have been achieved   and the number of 

community action groups grows each year. Some examples of 

this success are highlighted in the Portfolio.

Admittedly, Hereford has a head start on most other towns 

in the region: Not only is it a beautiful and picturesque city 

in its own right, but is set amid some of the most stunning 

countryside anywhere in England with the famous River Wye 

running through its centre. A compact population of just 

60,000 allows for close knit community interaction. We see it 

in many walks of life. The creation of the Community Clean-

Up group, whose number of volunteers has soared to several 

hundred in just a couple of years is a classic example. The 

Saxon Hall community garden project continues to thrive as 

does the provision of vital activities for our young generation.

The Bloom volunteers play a key role in Team Hereford’s 

campaign to be recognised as one of the best cities in the 

FRONT COVER The baskets filled with bold coloured flowers hanging from ‘Iron Trees’ bought by Hereford in Bloom and dotted 

around the city centre are a powerful statement of Hereford’s commitment  to  giving its visitors a bright and cheerful welcome.

Hereford in Bloom Registered charity no: 1154601. The Bloom committee: Kevin Knipe (chairman) Peter Hill (vice-chairman) Richard Weston (treasurer) 

George Thomas (publicity) Paul Hodges (horticultural officer) Rita Bishop, Mo Burns, Anne Harbour, Paul Andrews.
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country. After all, centuries ago Hereford was the 10th most 

important city in England!!  It’s future really is ‘blooming.’

Judgement Day will include, for the first time one of 

Hereford’s finest gardens cared for by volunteers.  As an 

ardent supporter of St Michael’s Hospice I am personally 

delighted that it is their garden, in a truly magnificent 

countryside setting the judges will see first. Not only will it 

show what Herefordians are capable of achieving, but will set 

the scene for yet another ‘Grand Tour’ of Hereford. There is so 

much more to see today than on that first judging tour in 1999, 

and Hereford is the better for it.

Clive and Sylvia in their stunning garden in Ullingswick. It 

opens occasionally to the public to raise funds for local charities.
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INTRODUCTION

Looking back, 2018 was a turning point for Hereford in 

Bloom. Regaining the Heart of England in Bloom Gold Award 

boosted   confidence, but much had already been achieved in 

the general management of the project. It has been a tough 

learning curve for the committee, but it is now well bedded 

in and prepared to tackle whatever challenges crop up in the 

years ahead.

The judging day covered some first class new projects; litter, 

weeds and graffiti had been dealt with and the beds, planters 

and hanging baskets were all in prime condition. But on our 

own, success would have been an impossible task. Lucky for 

us, other folk began to take up the challenges of keeping their 

communities and neighbourhoods in good order, realising 

the value of their city being recognised for a top award in the 

nation’s Bloom competition.

The key was learning how to assemble all these new volunteer 

groups  into a Bloom Taskforce, particularly the Community 

Clean-Up ,  Stop the Drop campaign, Friends of Blackfriars 

Rose Gardens, the Wildlife Trust, the community pay-back 

teams. Tupsley Community group and especially Paul 

Andrews, an expert at getting rid of graffiti, neighbourhood 

volunteers such as St James’s caring for their local open 

spaces and contractors, Balfour Beattie and our watering 

wonderman Mark. Howells. Working together is the best way 

to get a job done!

Hereford City Council has wisely set up the Integrated 

Community Management, a tactical group bringing together 

a wide variety of volunteer organisations and private 

enterprises whose work greatly benefits the well -being of the 

city. Hereford in Bloom is a member and believes this new 

venture has an important role to play in sharing ideas and 

advice for new projects. HIB has already gained a new team to 

help tend the flower beds from a local charity helping young 

people get work experience.

Kevin Knipe

HIB chairman
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PRAISE FROM THE MAYOR

Hereford City Council are very 

pleased to be able to support the 

Hereford in Bloom volunteers. Their 

tireless work each year ensures 

that visitors to the city are treated 

to a wealth of colour and beauty. 

The planting is well planned and 

co-ordinated to highlight and 

emphasise the natural features of 

our historic streets. The Bloom 

group work closely with other volunteer groups, offering 

practical help and advice.

The Community Clean-Up volunteers have been working at 

Hereford  Railway Station restoring neglected flower beds. 

The City Council is also happy to support the wonderful work 

being done by the Friends of Blackfriars Rose Gardens. With 

grant support they have been able to restore the rose gardens 

to their former glory.

Congratulations to Hereford in Bloom and all the other 

volunteer groups for their achievement s. We look forward in 

anticipation to the results of the judging this year.

Cllr Kath Hey

The Right Worshipful Mayor of Hereford
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WHAT THE JUDGES WILL SEE

ST MICHAEL’S HOSPICE

The garden at St Michael’s Hospice, just outside the city is 

a calm and peaceful retreat with spectacular views of the 

surrounding countryside. It is a perfect spot for patients and 

visitors to enjoy a stroll or to just sit and relax.

Created and maintained by volunteers the large garden has 

the usual paths, lawns, flower beds and a very productive herb 

and vegetable plot supplying fresh produce to the hospice 

kitchen. But making it extra special is a series of features 

giving it a unique charm of its own. The latest is a stunning 

summerhouse donated and built by county firm, Powell & Co. 

It is used by patients and their loved ones to enjoy hobbies 

just as they would in their garden shed at home. Nearby is 

the Angel Tree, part of an award-winning garden at the RHS 

Malvern Spring Show in 2015. The large sculpture, created by 

Matthew Lane-Sanderson, represents St Michael’s Hospice as 

a place where people can find sanctuary during difficult times.

Just beyond the tree 

is the Labyrinth, a 

work of art where the 

single, circular path 

leads to the centre. 

It is often seen as 

a contemplative, 

thought-provoking 

journey for those 

undertaking the walk and affords a view back up to the 

hospice building itself.

The latest addition is the seated Garden Arbour featuring 

Ginkgo leaves forged by members of the public during a 

workshop in Hereford’s High Town as part of Ferrous 2017 

blacksmithing festival staged by Hereford College of Arts and 

Hereford BID.

Volunteers Steve Flack and Harry North have devoted four 

years planning and extending the original garden next to the 

hospice itself.

This truly is a very special garden. 

KYRLE POPE COURT

The residents of 45 flats at Kyrle Pope Court, a complex of 

Independent Living homes are surrounded by trimmed lawns 

and a mass array of flowers and shrubs. Its a community 

garden tended with loving care and runner-up in the Hereford 

in Bloom best kept gardens competition.

Residents gardening 

team leader is 

Annette Thomas 

(pictured above) who 

learnt a lot about 

gardening from her 

late husband Jack, 

who had been head 

gardener to Lord 

Andrew Lloyd-Webber, the music making genius. Annette 

grows most of the plants – and vegetables – herself, filling 

lots of beds and pots dotted around the large garden. A 

perfect spot to sit out in the summer sun, admiring the 

flowers, reading a book or just relaxing. Margaret Fellows 

loves gnomes and strangely new ones regularly appear in 

the flower bed by her front door (pictured)
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Sustainability is the key word in this garden. Water butts catch 

the rain from the roofs. Garden and kitchen waste goes in the 

compost pile.

HEREFORD RAILWAY STATION

Not a very impressive welcome to Hereford. Four raised beds 

on the platforms were abandoned, overgrown and choked 

with weeds and brambles so high the Hereford signs were 

covered: desperately in need of some TLC. A job for Hereford 

Community Clean-Up volunteers!

Team leader Andrew Wood persuaded the station’s new bosses, 

Transport for Wales to fund new plants and shrubs. The beds 

were cleared, with some mature shrubs retained, and prepared 

for Spring replanting. One bed has been partly grassed to 

become a mini wild flower meadow. Now, when visitors to 

Hereford step off the train it’s well manicured flower/shrubs 

beds that they first see, welcoming them to Hereford and a 

promise of a well kept city they are about to visit ablaze with 

floral displays. The Clean-Up group will be keeping the beds 

in good order. Another example of the community taking 

responsibility for clearing the city of eyesores.

From an eyesore … to fabulous flower beds

BLACKFRIARS ROSE GARDENS

The biggest and most important of Hereford’s public open 

space restoration projects. A year ago the judges inspected 

stage one: clearing the beds of weeds, replacing top soil and 

pruning the few original roses that had survived.

Now its time to check 

out stage two. Of 

the 28 rose beds, 18 

have been replanted, 

the historic site is 

in better condition, 

and by next year the 

Friends of Blackfriars 

Rose Gardens will 

have achieved most of their goal: restoring the rose gardens to 

a standard worthy of the Hereford and West of England Rose 

Society, which planted the first ten beds in 1964 to mark their 

centenary. Name plates give the names of the roses in each bed.

Anne Harbour, team leader, summed up the remedial actions 

to-date:

• Young willow roots and tall weeds gone from the rose beds

• The Green Monster vine (Wild Clematis) smothering a 

whole row of roses has vanished, revealing a row of yellow 

and white roses.

• Climbing roses have been pruned and tied up, flowering 

abundantly all last summer.

• Existing old roses have been fed, producing blooms, 

colour and fragrance over three months of drought last 

summer.

• 350 new roses planted in 18 beds in a range of varieties at 

a cost of £2500

Work in progress:

• Remaining 8-9 beds to be replanted in Autumn 2019. 1-2 

old beds to be kept for now.

Anne Harbour shows the Mayor the result of a year’s work
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• Beds along the entrance path and north boundary fence to 

be replanted.

• Bulbs to be planted along boundary hedge with 

Coningsby Hospital.

• A dying tree to be replaced by a new Malus

• An unsightly corner to be replanted as ashrubbery.

An information board, giving the rose gardens history and 

planting plan to be erected, working with Historic England. 

The old wooden entrance gates will be replaced by artistic 

wrought iron ones designed in a competition open to young 

blacksmithing students at the local art college.

THE BUTTER MARKET

One of the gems of Hereford’s historic city centre is the 

Butter Market, built in 1860 originally for farmer’s wives to 

sell the produce off their farms. It was desperately in need of 

updating to appeal to the modern shopper, and attract more 

stallholders, so cash strapped Herefordshire Council decided 

to sell it to a local businessman, Darren Socket.

In less than two years Darren has created an exciting new 

future for the declining market with the ground floor virtually 

full of new businesses and plans for a new mezzanine upper 

floor. It has suddenly become a ‘Foodie Destination’ with 

individual stalls offering a worldwide selection and local 

cider and real ale to complement a meal at tables. Another 

newcomer is Fodder Basics supporting the campaign to 

get rid of plastic. A busier market brings extra trade for the 

traditional and long established stalls. An old courtroom 

unused since the Victorian era has been converted in 

to studios for artists and crafts people and a venue for 

exhibitions. It just needed an entrepreneur with good ideas to 

bring the market back to life.

CITY CENTRE

The bulk of Hereford in Bloom’s work is in and around the 

city centre. The beds, planters and hanging baskets have 

matured over the years bringing a bright splash of colour into 

the street scape. And an aura of pride indicating this is a city 

worth visiting. It’s the icing on the cake.

The number of annuals planted runs into thousands, mainly 

in the hanging baskets and the three tier planters whilst HIB 

is moving towards more sustainable planting in the beds. The 

scheme providing hanging baskets to businesses originally 

set up by HIB is now managed successfully by BID with over 

220 baskets up on shops and offices around the city centre this 

season, creating a big impact on visitors.

The city square for a 

decade suffered the 

eyesore of a burnt 

out shop held up 

with scaffolding, but 

thankfully it is being 

rebuilt at last and 

will be completed 

before the year end. 

Meanwhile, the county council is refurbishing the streets 

with attractive stone blocks. Commercial Street has been 

completed – with two new trees planted – and work will start 

shortly on St Peter’s Street and later High Town itself. Smart 

new paving work, coupled with flower beds and trees will 

greatly enhance the appeal of the key shopping area.

BREAST CANCER HAVEN

A charity providing 

support and therapy 

for women with, or 

recovering from breast 

cancer, founded in 

Hereford but now 

extending to other 

towns, and located in 

St Owens Street, just 
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down the street from 

St Peter’s Church. 

A narrow alleyway 

between the Haven 

and its neighbour has 

been created into a 

quirky garden by the 

staff of a city bank 

where the ladies can 

sit, relax and enjoy a cup of coffee. Look out for the bra full 

of flower plants!! Two of the ladies, Denise Ryall and Gwen 

Collier (pictured) maintain this most unusual garden.

Denise penned this poem:

The Haven garden is

A time for reflection

Calm and to be with

Much needed friends

CIDER MUSEUM

A small community 

group is transforming 

the neighbourhood 

surrounding the 

Cider Museum and a 

lot has been achieved 

since the judges 

saw the plans last 

year. The museum is 

managing the project and a grant from the local authority 

is helping the funding.

A well-used alley-way alongside the museum building 

(the site of the original cider mill) leading to the local 

Scudamore Primary School, and into the city centre was 

a mess and needed attention. Its now literary a work of 

art. Bold and colourfully designed paintings, created 

by students at Hereford College of Arts with design 

help from the primary school pupils adorn the walls. 

The space in front of the museum has been cleared, 

replanted and the old fencing removed and replace with 

an elegant hand crafted wrought iron fence. A flower bed 

has been created along part of the Cider Apple Alley. 

Night lighting has been improved. Litter, dog mess and 

anti-social behaviour is greatly reduced. There is a new 

feeling of safety and pride.

The busy area also has a new focal point. A stunning 

metal sculpture of a Kingfisher with a minnow in its beak, 

commissioned by the Cider Museum and created by county 

artist, Walenty Pytel marking the fiftieth anniversary of one 

of his first works, the nearby Woodpecker commissioned by 

Bulmers, makers of Woodpecker cider.

The whole area was once the home of the Bulmers cider mill, 

built in 1887 and alongside it a railway station and goods yard. 

Today the cider mill is on the other side of Whitecross Road 

and Sainsbury’s supermarket has replaced the railway station. 

A summer exhibition in the museum features the area’s 

industrial heritage. The on-going project is bringing a new 

sense of pride and a desire of the local residents to do more to 

improve their neighbourhood.
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HORTICULTURAL REVIEW

OVERVIEW

2019 has proved another challenging year, with involvement 

in a number of new and existing projects.

RAILWAY STATION

Together with Hereford Community Clean Up Group 

(HCCUG) under the direction of Andrew Wood, we have been 

involved with the renovation of the station platform beds, which 

were in a sorry state, due to years of neglect! The project started 

in August 2018 and the last bed was completed in April of this 

year. Ongoing maintenance is planned in order to keep weeds 

at bay, as well as regular watering in dry weather.

All work has been covered by a small team made up entirely 

of volunteers, who have worked tirelessly on a weekly basis, 

come rain or shine.

BLACKFRIARS ROSE GARDENS

A continuing project, under the stewardship of Anne Harbour. 

New David Austin roses have been plants in autumn, and 

spring, this year, resulting in a fresh look, throughout. Further 

planting will take place this autumn, in order to complete the

remainder of beds.

LEDBURY ROAD ROSE GARDENS

The continuing improvement of this area, has resulted in the 

clearance of the far area of brambles etc, in order to encourage 

wildlife with the introduction of bird boxes/insect homes etc.

Buddleias, have been left in place, in order to encourage 

butterflies, and the garden is next to Eign Brook, a stream 

which runs into the river Wye, approximately half a mile down 

stream from the gardens.

HANGING BASKETS

These have been colour themed this year, Yellow, Red/White, 

Blue/White,Red, and mixed, in self watering baskets.

BED/PLANTERS COLOUR THEMING

Carrying on the hanging basket colour theming we have used 

the same combination, on the beds under the Metal Trees.

SUPPLIERS

We continue to use Chamberlains Nurseries for all bedding, 

as well as making up the hanging baskets.

Wyevale Nurseries are used for all sustainable shrubs and 

trees, as well as grasses, and herbaceous plants used at the 

station. David Austin/ Whartons roses are used to supply all 

roses for the station beds and Blackfriars Rose Gardens.

All the above nurseries are able to supply us at trade terms, in 

order to keep costs to a minimum.

All are aware that we have limited funds available to spend 

on plants, and are able to offer very competitive prices 

when asked!

AUTUMN/WINTER PLANTING

It is our intention to 

plant out more crocus 

this year, at green sword 

areas, as this worked 

really well in the areas 

planted last Autumn.

We will also be 

planting in the region 

of 5,000 dwarf daffodils, tulips/bluebells, in Blackfriars 

Rose Gardens.

Similarly it is our intention to plant in the region of 5,000 

bluebells in Ledbury Road Rose Gardens, in the newly formed 

Wildlife Garden at the rear of the area.

FUTURE PROJECTS

We are looking at areas for 2019/20, and have identified an 

area outside Hereford Railway Station, which is currently 

undergoing major improvements, in order to create

a new Transport Hub.

Our work will involve the installation of a Cider Press, and 

planting adjacent to the bed. Although in the early stages of 

planning, we are working closely with Herefordshire Council, 

who are very keen to see this taking place.

An overview of the 

Hereford In Bloom 

planting strategy for 

2019 by Paul Hodges
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Hereford City Council has created a Sculpture Trail to take 

residents and visitors on an impressive walk around the 

city, taking in existing statues as well as a series of newly 

commissioned sculptures  with local historic links.  The four 

mile trail promotes tourism and the arts, heritage and culture.

One of the new ones features  a trio of notables: Sir Edward Elgar, 

who lived in Hereford for a time and composed his ‘Pomp and 

Circumstance” classic  here; Violet Szabo, (Carve her Name with 

Pride) a war hero  shot by the Nazi, who spent holidays locally as 

a teenager and Josie Pearson, a local girl winner of a Gold medal  

at the 2012 Paralympics . The famous SAS regiment based locally 

is acknowledged by a dagger and a shield sculpture. Another 

features a pair of swans, appropriately on the banks of the River 

Wye, created by Walenty Pytel. The trail is an interesting walk 

for local families, but the city council also had its eye on boosting 

tourism. A booklet has been produced to guide walkers around 

the trail and giving them details of each sculptur. Hereford has 

adopted modern technology by creating a mobile phone App 

replicating the booklet.

AND CIDER PRESSES, TOO

The city is already dotted with historic stone cider 

presses, reminding tourists that Hereford is the traditional 

NEW PROJECTS IMPROVE CITY LIFE

home of English cider. For centuries, farmers used a horse 

to pull a stone wheel around the circular stone press full 

of apples, squeezing out the juice ready for fermentation. 

The story of cider is told at the Cider Museum, the only 

one of its kind in the UK, and a popular visit for tourists. 

The cider press at the junction leading to the Cider 

Museum was acquired and restored by Hereford in Bloom 

a decade ago, and one is now planned for the front of the 

railway station.

DEFENDING THE TREES

The first phase of a project to digitally map all the mature and 

important trees in Hereford has been completed by the city’s 

Tree Warden group and will eventually play a key role in the 

monitoring and management of the local tree stock by the 

county council.

Trees are a key component of the city’s green infrastructure 

and critical to its well-being, absorbing dangerous carbon 

dioxide, creating vital oxygen and helping clean the air of 

nasty pollutants. And they improve the look of the local 

environment too!

As well as mapping existing trees and their condition, the 

volunteer wardens will be identifying  opportunities for new 

tree planting to boost the city’s low tree cover of just 15% 

when it should be nearer 30%. It also supports the council tree 

officer dealing with planning applications involving the felling 

of trees.  The new mapping exercise, when completed will 

play a crucial part in defending the long term future of trees 

across the city, especially in those areas facing industrial and 

residential development.
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St Michael’s Hospice volunteers Steve Flack and Harry North 
have devoted four years to the new garden.

The Mayor Cllr Sue Boulter, watched by the volunteers, plants 
the first rose at Blackfriars

The Community Clean-Up team who have done a brilliant job 
restoring four flower beds at Hereford Railway Station

Monica Downs and Rachel Smalley maintain the 
Ledbury Road round-about in top class order

A huge turnout of volunteers to clean up the river

Andrew Wood (left), team leader of Community Cleanup 
group, and Paul Hodges, horticultural chief of HIB 

at the railway station

Sisters Jean Palmer and Valerie Bayliss, combined age 150 
bought themselves waders and launched their personal mission 
to clear the Widemarsh Brook of rubbish. Both are Community 
Clean-up group volunteers, more used to litter picking on dry 

land. Great examples to the younger generation!



Instead of lots of pretty flowers 

Hereford In Bloom this year devotes 

one page of the centrespread to 

the army of volunteers committed 

to planting the beds and planters 

around the city, picking litter 

and ridding Hereford of its worst eyesores. The Community 

Clean-Up group has made a huge impact on the local 

environment, starting with a dozen and now has hundreds 

of followers on Facebook. There are others taking up the 

challenge, too: Vennture, Close House, a club for teenagers. 

Scouts, neighbourhood groups and community associations. 

Herefordians have a natural community spirit. These are just 

some of the dedicated citizens who care for their city, are 

prepared to take on the litter louts and also undertake the 

gardening duties the local authority can no longer afford.

We applaud them!

Thanks to the volunteers we can yet again show a fine set of pictures 

of floral displays welcoming visitors to a flower friendly city.
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SAXON HALL COMMUNITY CENTRE

One of the most successful community projects in the city, 

created on what was once the Special Air Service regiment’s 

camp chapel. Now it’s a well- used centre for all ages and the 

gardens could win a prize at Chelsea Flower Show!

The latest addition, a 

children’s playground 

made of recycled 

products is certainly 

unique in Hereford. 

It is surrounded by 

re-used old timber 

fencing incorporating 

artistic panels 

featuring colourful old plastic bottle tops. The youngsters 

can try their hand at planting flowers in wooden troughs or 

play in the ‘water kitchen.’ It was a gift from a London based 

charity, The Prime Foundation which has found a novel way of 

utilising items destined for the rubbish tip. Community Clean-

Up and Horizon training centre helped put it together.

Since the judges last visited Saxon Hall, the Sensory Garden 

cared for by volunteers, including students from the Royal 

College for the Blind’s city campus, has really blossomed. 

Undoubtedly, the best sensory garden in town and one the 

judges can look forward to visiting next year.

NATIONAL STAR FOUNDATION

A newcomer to Hereford, the charity provides specialist 

care to young people with complex disabilities in a former 

modernised industrial unit. What had been a derelict rear 

yard has been converted into a superb out -door learning and 

CATCHING UP ON SUCCESSES IN 

THE COMMUNITIES

play space. A poly tunnel and outdoor raised beds gives them 

the opportunity to develop their gardening and life skills by 

growing their own vegetables and plants. There is a sensory 

garden to enjoy and an astroturf games area. It is currently 

closed for school holidays

BELMONT AND HAYWOOD COUNTRY PARK

Few city dwellers have a stunning country park right 

on their doorstep, but the families living in the Belmont 

neighbourhood have one of the best thanks to a small group 

of volunteers led by former councillor Phil Edwards. The latest 

addition to the park is a boardwalk which allows visitors to 

walk all the way round the small lake. A treat awaiting the 

judges next year.

A couple of trees had to be felled to make way for the boardwalk 

and the timber was put to good use creating features for 

youngsters to clamber over, including a Parkosaurus.
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WIDEMARSH TRAINING CENTRE

The long established Widemarsh training centre is now run 

by the charity, Aspire providing much needed support to 

adults with learning difficulties via supervised work growing 

vegetables in poly tunnels and outdoor beds to be sold in 

the on- site café and to the public. It gives those attending 

the opportunity to learn skills to help find paid work. For 

others it is shared social activity in a work environment 

and a sense of achievement. The site is being developed 

by Aspire to replace some of the old poly tunnels and to 

extend the range of crops available. A willow hedge has 

been planted and will be coppiced and an apple orchard is 

planned for autumn planting.

VENNTURE JOIN BLOOM’S GARDENING TEAM

Vennture is a relatively new charity following in the footsteps 

of the Rev John Venn, vicar of St Peter’s Church in the 

Victorian era who created a welfare system for the poor 

of Hereford. The modern day Vennture provides support, 

encouragement and practical skills to those facing life 

challenges or crisis. One practical service are the Street 

Pastors, trained volunteers out at weekends caring for those 

who may have over indulged on a night out and making sure 

they get home safely.

Another, a group mentoring programme offers interactive 

learning experiences that develop confidence and self-worth 

through structured team-based projects. Supporting Hereford 

in Bloom and BID maintain the flower beds and litter picking 

gives the participants a sense of purpose, achievement and 

pride in their city.

RIVER CLEAN-UP

The Community Clean-up group undertook its biggest ever 

project: The Great River Wye Spring Clean in April. Some 100 

volunteers scoured a long stretch of the river banks in the city 

and the river itself to recover well over a ton of rubbish. Two 

more sessions have taken place since, with several groups 

linked to the river joining in.

A special barge was constructed out of recycled plastic 

bottles by local charity Horizon Training to collect the 

huge amount of rubbish found in the water. Andrew Wood, 

a Clean –up group spokesman praised the volunteers for 

taking pride in their city and turning out to help rid the river 

of polluting rubbish.

…PLUS A DERELICT RAILWAY LINE

The Community Clean-up volunteers are faced with a never 

ending mission to keep Hereford free of litter and their efforts 

are making a big difference. A derelict stretch of abandoned 

railway track in town had become a mega eyesore, especially 

under a bridge on the A49 main road used by rough sleepers 

and drug takers. Over a three week period the volunteers 

filled 60 bags with litter.

…AND A RAILWAY STATION

Thousands of visitors regularly arrive at Hereford Railway 

Station. But for a long time they were welcomed with weeds 

not flowers. Not a good omen for an historic city and the 

visitors’ opinion of Hereford would be very low. Four raised 

beds had been built many years ago, but in recent years the 

railway management stopped caring for them.

Now, Hereford’s own ‘weed and litter busters’, the Community 

Clean-up group have moved in on the station and rid it – and 

the city – of a nightmare scenario. The new message to all 

those visitors is: Welcome to a well-kept city.

The tide turned when Transport for Wales earlier this 

year won the South Wales-North franchise and responded 

positively to the Clean-up crew’s offer to provide the 

workforce if the stations’ chiefs paid for the plants and shrubs. 

Everyone wins!
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BLOOMING BEST GARDENS

Hereford in Bloom’s 

best kept gardens 

competition in 

partnership with Radway 

Bridge Garden Centre 

is now well established 

and supported. The 

garden centre owners 

Andrew and Annabelle 

Pearson provide the 

voucher prizes for 

residential homes and 

business categories. 

The competition plays 

a big part in promoting 

the work of HIB and boosting the local environment with well 

-kept gardens and floral displays in the business sector.

Winners of the Hereford in Bloom best kept gardens awards 

show off their wonderful gardens.

The best country garden award was won by Ross Evans of 

Sutton St Nicholas.

Clive Street is known as ‘the street of flowers’ thanks to the 

outstanding efforts of Derek and Veda Bridges. The front of 

their home is a mass of flowers in hanging baskets and pots. 

They won a special ‘Courtyard’ prize.

Peter Amor, retired brewer and pub landlord won the award 

for the best city garden

Guests at the Southbank Hotel owned by  Robert and Hilary 

Markland are greeted by one of the finest gardens they will 

ever see on their travels around the  country. It was declared 

the winner of the commercial category.

Garden Competition

Sponsored by Radway Bridge Garden Centre

Whitestone, Hereford HR1 3RX  Tel: 01432 850009

EXCELLENT PRIZES (see inside)

We

are looking for lots

of entries this year fro
m

residents and businesses

and will be coming

round to view.

BEST GARDEN COMPETITION IS THRIVING

Hereford in Bloom’s best gardens competition, sponsored by Radway Bridge Garden Centre, is now well established and eagerly 

looked forward to by gardeners. Entries grow rapidly each year. Judging takes place in early July.
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HEREFORD MAKE WIN TOP PRIZE IN CITY 

COUNCIL COMMUNITY ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

Winner of the £1,000 Hereford City Council Community 

Achievement Award, Hereford Make is a unique public 

community workshop providing affordable access to a wide 

range of top class equipment ranging from blacksmith 

forges to photography studio. Its users, from all age groups 

learn new skills, some as a hobby but mostly to develop their 

chosen career path. The founder for the not for profit project, 

Essex born James Baker, 35 came to Hereford as a blacksmith 

student, today more an artistic future than one hammering out 

horseshoes. The aim is to enable ‘makers’ to reach their full 

potential in whatever skill they have chosen for their career. 

Some have already gone on to achieve international renown.

The runner-up was Hereford Lore, a volunteer organisation 

recording the city’s heritage. The latest project, ‘River Voices’ 

tells the history and stories of the River Wye, including 

recordings, a book and special school packs. Third prize went 

to The Core, which started life as a roller skate club and is 

today used by a whole range of community activities.

The Friends of Blackfriars Rose Gardens won the Hereford in 

Bloom £100 prize for the best public open space and will use 

it to create a shrubbery in an unsightly corner of the gardens. 

The award, given by the city’s youth council went to the 

Society of Model Engineers.
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LOCAL MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS THE EFFORTS 

OF VOLUNTEERS TO KEEP THE CITY IN 

GOOD SHAPE
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Hereford 

In Bloom

Hereford 

In Bloom

Hereford in bloom is grateful 

for the continued sponsorship 

and support of local 

businesses without which it 

would not be able to maintain 

the outstanding floral displays 

which makes the city a bright 

and cheerful place.
Bolts

of Hereford Ltd


